DCNM-LVAM Voice mode show active mic. license
DICENTIS

The DCNM-LVAM Voice mode show active mic. license shows who is speaking when the DICENTIS System is in voice mode. This enables automatic camera control using DCNM-LCC, or recording speaker-names while the system is in voice mode.

### System overview

The DCNM-LVAM is an addition to the DCNM-LSYS software and shows microphone activity during voice mode. The show active microphone in voice mode license is designed for applications where each participant uses an individual device. For instance, in courtrooms, where only one speaker is active at a time.

### Functions

This license enables showing which microphone is active during voice mode to display who has the floor in the speaker list. It is possible to forward this information to external systems with the .NET API and the Conference protocol. With the DCNM-LCC license it enables camera control in voice mode.

The following microphone activities are configurable:
- Showing which microphone is active in voice mode for display in the speakers list, the .NET API and the Conference protocol.
- The minimal audio duration, at which the microphone is regarded as being on, can be set through the attack time.
- The time the microphone stays on, after the audio level becomes too low, can be set through the release time.
- The number of participants displayed in the speaker list.

### Parts included

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>E-mail with license activation information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Technical specifications

| DICENTIS Conference System: | DCNM-LSYS license |

### Ordering information

**DCNM-LVAM Voice mode show active mic. license**
This software license enables showing which microphone is active in voice mode.
Order number **DCNM-LVAM | F.01U.397.525**
DCNM-LVAM Voice mode show active mic. license

DICENTIS

Software Options
DCNM-LSYS System server software license
DICENTIS System Software, software platform for controlling the DICENTIS system. Additional software modules can be added to extend functionality. The system is configured with the Meeting Application. Order number DCNM-LSYS | F.01U.287.751

Services
DCNM-LCC Camera control license
DICENTIS Camera Control enables the use of cameras in the DICENTIS Conference system and DICENTIS Wireless system. Order number DCNM-LCC | F.01U.287.755